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Introduction 
This paper is concerned with the dual space of the inverse limit of 
an inverse limit system of Boolean algebras. Direct and inverse limit 
systems of Boolean algebras were studied in [2]. It is known that the 
dual space of the direct limit of a direct limit system of Boolean algebras 
is the inverse limit space of the inverse limit system of the dual spaces [2]. 
However in the case of an inverse limit system of Boolean algebras the 
situation is much more complicated. This is caused by the fact that the 
direct limit set of the direct limit system of dual spaces does not have 
a natural topology which makes it into the dual space of the inverse 
limit algebra. In fact, the cardinal number of the direct limit set will 
in general be smaller than the cardinal number of the inverse limit 
algebra (cf. section 8, Example). It was shown by RAIMO [2] that if 
{B"', f"'11 } is an inverse limit system of Boolean algebras over a directed 
set r whose inverse limit algebra is B00 , then the direct limit set xoo of 
the direct limit system of dual spaces can be mapped by a one-one map 
onto a subset of the dual space X of B00 , provided all the projection 
maps n"': Boo --+ B"' are "onto". However the conclusion in [2] that this 
subset of X is a closed subset is false. In fact, this subset is always dense 
in X and it is in general a proper subset of X. 
The main objective of this paper is to establish that xoo can be 
topologized in natural way such that xoo becomes a zero dimensional 1) 
Hausdorff space, and such that the dual space X of Boo is the largest 
zero dimensional Hausdorff compactification of xoo (theorem 6). It should 
be noted that this result only holds under the condition that all projection 
maps n"': Boo--+ B"' are "onto". Without any restrictions imposed on the 
n"', the space X 00 is still zero dimensional but need not be a Hausdorff 
space. We will show that in this general situation X is the largest zero 
dimensional Hausdorff compactification of a quotient space of X 00 
(theorem 5). As a special case we shall discuss inverse limit sequences of 
Boolean algebras (theorem 7). 
1) zero dinlensional is used in the sense that the space has a base of open-and-
closed sets. 
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1. Definitions and preliminaries 
An inverse limit system of Boolean algebras over a directed set r 2) is 
a collection of Boolean algebras B"', IX E r and of homomorphic maps 
'"'8 : Bp-+ B"' defined for all IX, {3 E r, IX<,{J such that (1) '""" is the 
identity map for every IX E T; (2) /"',= /"'p/n,, whenever IX<,{J<,y, IX, {3, yET. 
Such an inverse limit system over r will be denoted by {B"', /"'p}· The 
inverse limit Boo will be defined as a subalgebra of the direct product 
>< B"'. 
"''r We recall that >< B"' is the set of all function x on r such that for 
IXEr 
every IX E r, x(1X) E B"'. Instead of x(1X) we will also write x"'. The Boolean 
operations on >< B"' are defined coordinatewise. The projection maps 
IXEr 
of Boo onto each B"' will be denoted by n.,. Thus n"'(x)=x"' for every 
X E >< B"' and for every IX E r. Now the inverse limit algebra Boo is 
"',.r 
defined as follows. B00 = {x: x E >< B"', x"'= /apXp whenever IX<,{J, IX, {3 E T}. 
aer 
It is easy to check that Boo is a subalgebra of >< Bp. The restrictions of 
aer 
the maps na to Boo will also be denoted by na. 
We will designate the dual spaces of the B"' by X"' and the dual space 
of Boo by X. It is well-known that each Xa and X are zero dimensional 
compact Hausdorff spaces. Such spaces will also be called Boolean 
spaces. For every x E B00 , x~ will denote the open-and-closed subset 
of X .. which corresponds with the element Xa of Ba. It follows from the 
representation theory of Boolean algebras and their dual spaces that 
with the homomorphic maps lafl : Bp-+ B"', IX<,{3, there correspond con-
tinuous maps /!p :X"'-+ Xp, IX<,{J such that the collection {X"', /!p} becomes 
a direct limit system of Boolean spaces in the following sense: ( 1 ') /~ is 
the identity map for every IX E T; (2') 1!,=/'p,/!p whenever IX<,{3<,y, 
IX, {3, yET. 
Finally, the relation which exists between the maps f"'fl and /!pis given by 
(3) (f!p)-l(xp)=(/apXp)*=x! for every x E Boo and IX<,{3. 
2. Theorems on Boo and its dual space X. 
In this section we will prove some theorems which will be useful in 
the sequel. 
Theorem 1. Let {B"', /"'p} be an inverse limit system of Boolean 
algebras over a directed set T whose inverse limit is B00 • Let 0 be an 
arbitrary Boolean algebra such that for every IX E r, g .. : 0-+ Btl< is a 
homorphic map such that 
(4) f"'p(Jp=(J .. , whenever IX<,{J , IX, {3 E T. 
2) i.e. r is a partially ordered set such that for every (X and {J e r there exists 
a /' E F, y ;,:;;. (X and y ;,:;;. {J. 
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Then there exists a unique homomorphic map g : 0 ---+ Boo such that 
(5) nrxg=grx for all <X E T. 
Proof. Let y E 0. Define g(y) by n"'(g(y)) =g"'(y). It is immediate 
from this definition that condition (5) is satisfied and it is also easy to 
check that g is a homomorphic map of 0 to >< B"'. We proceed to show 
rxer 
that g(y) E Boo for every y E 0. Suppose <X<.{J, then we have because of 
(4) that giX(y)=fapgp(y) or n"'(g(y))=fap(np(g(y))) and thus (g(y))"=f"p(g(y))p. 
But this implies that g(y) E B 00 • Finally, we must show that g is unique. 
Suppose g and g' would both satisfy (5). But then we would have for 
every yEO, n"g(y)=giX(y)=n"g'(y). It follows that g(y)=g'(y) and hence 
g=g'. 
The following theorem follows immediately as the dual of theorem I. 
Theorem 2. Let {X", f!p} be the direct limit system of Boolean 
spaces over the directed set r which corresponds with the inverse limit 
system {B"' f"p} of Boolean algebras over the directed set F. Let X denote 
the dual space of B 00 and let for every <X E r, n! be the continuous map 
of XIX to X which corresponds with n". Let Y be an arbitrary Boolean 
space such that for every <X E r, g! : X"---+ Y is a continuous map 
such that 
( 4') gPf!fJ = g!, whenever <X<. fJ , <X, fJ E F. 
Then there exists a unique continuous map g* : X ---+ Y such that 
(5') g*n! = g! for all <X E F. 
3. Representation of Boo as a field of subsets of the direct limit set of the XIX. 
We consider the direct limit system {X"', lap}. The direct limit set xoo 
is defined as follows. Let y be the union of the sets X", <X E r. We define 
on Y a binary relation [2] by piX qp, <X, fJ E r, piX E XIX, qp E Xp, if and 
only if there exists a y E r, y ><X, fJ, such that f!r(PIX) = ftr(qp). It is easy 
to check that this relation is an equivalence relation. Then xoo is by 
definition the set of equivalence classes of Y. We will denote the map 
which maps each element of Y onto the element of xoo to which it belongs 
by h. From now on we will also let Y stand for the topological sum of 
the spaces XIX, <X E r. We note that y is zero dimensional and Hausdorff 
but Y will in general not be compact. It is easy to see that the map 
x---+ x* = U x!, x E >< BIX, is an isomorphic map of >< BIX onto the field 
<XEF IXEF IXEF 
of all open-and-closed subsets of Y (cf. [I]). This field is reduced (i.e. 
any two points of Y lie in disjoint open-and-closed sets). It is clear that 
Boo is isomorphic to a subfield of this field since Boo is a subalgebra of 
>< BIX. It has been proved in [I] that the dual space of >< Ba is the 
~Er ~er 
Stone-Cech compactification of Y. However we will not use this fact 
in this paper. We observe that as yet, we have not yet assigned a 
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topology to xoo. In order to do this we will first prove that Boo is 
isomorphic to a field of subsets of X 00 • 
Theorem 3. The map x -7 x** defined by x**=h(x*) for every x E Boo 
is an isomorphic map of Boo onto a field of subsets of xoo. 
Proof. Suppose x andy are elements of Boo then it is immediate that 
(x+y)**=h(x+y)*=h(x* u y*)=h(x*) U h(y*)=x** u y**. Again, suppose 
that x E Boo then we will show that x** = (x**)' (where ' denotes set-
theoretic complement). Thus we must show that x** n x**=0 and 
x** u x** = xoo. Suppose p would be a point of xoo such that p E x** n x**. 
Since p Ex** there exists an iX.E r and a point Px Ex! such that 
h(p!X) = p. Similarly, since p E x** there exists a f3 E r and a point 
Pp Ex'; such that h(p~) = p. It follows that h(p"') = h(pp) and therefore 
there exists a y E r, y > iX, f3 such that f!y(Px) = f'Jy(Pp). Now according 
to (3) we have (f!y)-1(x;) = x!. But Px Ex! thus /!y(Pa) Ex;. It follows 
that /py(Pp) Ex;. But again, according to (3) we have (f';y)-l(x;) = x'; 
and thus Pp E x; but Pp E x'J. It follows that x** n x** = 0. Now suppose 
p E xoo, p ¢: x**. We will show that p Ex**. Since p E xoo there exists 
an iX E r and a Px EX" such that p=h(p"). Now piX¢: x!, otherwise 
Pa EX* and then p=h(poJ E h(x*)=x**. Since Px ¢: x! we have that 
p"' Ex! and thus p Ex**. It follows that x** u x**=X00 • We conclude 
from the previous discussion that the map x -7 x** is a homomorphic 
map of Boo onto a field of subsets of xoo. It remains to show that it is 
an isomorphic map. Suppose x** = 0 for some x E B 00 • Then h(x*) = 0 
and it follows that x* = 0 and thus x = 0. This completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
4. Topological structure of xoo. 
We have seen in theorem 3 that {x**, x E Boo} is a field of subsets of 
xco which is isomorphic to B 00 • It seems natural to assign a topology 
to xoo which is obtained by taking as a base for the open sets this field 
of sets. It is immediate that xoo becomes a zero dimensional space. 
Furthermore the map h : Y -7 xoo becomes a continuous map. Indeed, 
for every basic set x**, x E B 00 , we have h-1(x**)=h-l(h(x*))=x*. However 
the space xoo need not be a Hausdorff space. We will show in section 7 
that if all the n"' are "onto", then xoo is also Hausdorff (theorem 6). 
Although this restriction is actually not a very essential one, we will 
pursue the discussion of the general case first. 
5. The space X'['. 
Let Xj"' be the space obtained by identifying any two points p and q 
of xoo which have the property that if p Ex** then q Ex**, for all 
:x E B 00 • Thus X'[' has the quotient topology and the corresponding 
continuous map of xoo onto Xj"' will be denoted by h1. Furthermore, 
for every x E B 00 , x*** will also stand for h1(x**). 
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Theorem 4. The space Xf is a zero dimensional Hausdorff space 
and the family {x***, X E Boo} is a field of open-and-closed subsets of xr 
which is a base for the open subsets of X'f and which is isomorphic to Boo. 
Proof. A simple and straightforward argument shows that the map 
x** -+ h(x**) = x*** is an isomorphic map. Hence, according to theorem 3, 
the map x -+ x*** is an isomorphic map. Thus the family of sets 
{x***, x E Boo} is a field of sets which is isomorphic to B00 • Again, since 
(hl)-1(x***) = x** for every x E B 00 , it follows that x*** is an open-and-closed 
subset of X'f. If U is an open set of X'f then (h1)-1(U) is a union of 
sets x**, thus U is a union of sets x***. Thus the family {x***, x E Boo} 
is a base for the open stets of X1. Finally, it is immediate that X'f is 
Hausdorff. 
6. The space X. 
In this section we will prove that the dual space X of Boo is the largest 
zero dimensional Hausdorff compactification of X'f. Before we state this 
theorem we will first recall some properties of the family of zero dimen-
sional Hausdorff compactifications of a zero dimensional Hausdorff space. 
Suppose B is a Boolean algebra and suppose that F is a reduced field 
of subsets of a set ff, such that F is isomorphic to B. Taking F as a 
base for the open sets of a topology, ff can be made into a zero dimensional 
Hausdorff space which we will also denote by ff. It is well-known [1] 
that ff cam be imbedded as a dense subspace of the dual space S(B) of B. 
This imbedding has the following property. Let U be any open-and-closed 
subset of S(B) then U n ff is precisely that element of F which corre-
sponds with the same element of Bas U. Again, if ff is a zero dimensional 
Hausdorff space and ifF is a field of subsets of ff such that F is a base 
for the open sets of ff (thus the elements ofF are open-and-closed subsets 
of ff) then the dual space ofF is a zero dimensional Hausdorff compact-
ification of ff. Finally, the family of zero dimensional Hausdorff compact-
ifications of ff has a largest one ff* in the following sense. Suppoze Z 
is an arbitrary zero dimensional compact Hausdorff space and suppose 
that I : ff -+ Z is a continuousmap, then I can be extended to a con-
tinuous map I* : ff*-+ Z. 
We have seen that the field {x***, x E Boo} is a field of open-and-closed 
subsets of X'f. It follows from the previous discussion that the dual 
space X of B is a zero dimensional Hausdorff compactification of X'f 
and we claim that it is the largest zero dimensional Hausdorff compact-
ification. This statement, together with the results obtained in the previous 
sections, can now be summarized in the following theorem. 
Theorem 5. Let {BafJ• lap} be an inverse limit system of Boolean 
algebras over a directed set F whose inverse limit algebra is B00 • Let 
{Xa, l!p} be the direct limit system of dual spaces and dual maps whose 
direct limit set is xoo. Then X 00 can be topologized in a natural way such 
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that X"" becomes a zerodimensional Hausdorff space. Let Xf be the 
quotientspace of X"" which is obtained by identifying any two points 
of X"" which can not be separated by open subsets of X"". Then Xf is 
a zero dimensional space and the dual space X of Boo is the largest zero 
dimensional Hausdorff compactification of Xf. 
We only need to prove that X is the largest zero dimensional Hausdorff 
compactification of Xf and for this, we first need a lemma. We recall 
(section I) that for every lX E r, n"' denotes the projection map of Boo 
to B, and that n! denotes the corresponding continuous map of X"' to X 
(theorem 2). Furthermore we have designated the natural (=continuous) 
map of the topological sum Y of the X"' onto X by h (section 3) and the 
quotient map of X"" onto Xf by hl. Now let for every lX E r, hiX denote 
the restriction of h to XIX and let h1,1X denote the restriction of h1 to hiX(XIX). 
Lemma. For every lX E r we have n! = hl,IXhiX. 
Proof. h1,1XhiX is a continuous map of XIX to Xf and thus to X. 
Therefore h1,1X(hiX(XIX)) is a closed subspace of X and thus there is a 
homomorphic map of Boo to BIX which corresponds with h1,1XhiX. In order 
to show that this homomorphic map is niX we need to show that for 
every x E B 00 , we have (h1,1XhiX)-1(x***) = (niX(x))* = x!. 
Now 
(h1,1XhiX)-1 (x***) = h; 1(k1:!(x***)) = h; 1(h11(x***) n h(X,)) = 
= h; 1(x** n h(XIX))=h-1(x**) n XIX=x!. 
Proof of theorem 5. We have already observed that we only need 
to prove that X is the largest zero dimensional Hausdorff compactification 
of Xf. Let Z be an arbitrary zero dimensional compact Hausdorff space 
and let -r: be a continuous map of Xf to Z, then we must show that -r: 
can be extended to all of X. Let for every lX E r, g! :XIX-+ Z be defined 
by g! = -r:n!. We claim that g;f!p=g! for every lX, {J E r, £X<:;.{J. Indeed 
let piX be a point of XIX then gp(f!p(PIX)) = -r:(n$(/!p(PIX)) ). But /:p(PIX) and piX 
lie in the same equivalence class and thus hp(f!p(piX)) = hiX(piX) and thus 
k1,p(hp(f!8(piX))) = h1."'(h"'(p"')) or np(/!p(Prx)) = n! (p"'). It follows that 
Yp(/!6(p,,J)=-r:(n;(f!p(Ptx)))=-r:(n!(p"'))=g!(p"'). We infer from theorem 2 
that there exists a continuous map g* : X-+ Z such that g*n! =g! for 
every lX E r. It remains to show that g coincides with -r: on Xf. Suppose p 
is a point of Xf. Then there exists an lX E r and a point piX E X"' such 
that p=n!(piX) (We note that it is here that we use the lemma). Thus 
g*(p}=g*(n!(piX))=g!(piX)=-r:(n!(piX))=-r:(p). This completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
7. A special case. 
Suppose that {BIX, frxp} is an inverse limit system of Boolean algebras 
OYer a directed set r whose inverse limit is Boo. Now let for every 
12 Series A 
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ex E r, B:=niXBIX and let for every ex, f3 E T, ex<:,f3, f~13 be the restriction 
of IIX/3 to B'p. Then it is easy to see that all the maps 1~13 are "onto" and 
that Boo is also the inverse limit of the inverse limit system {B~13 , f~13}. 
It follows that if we impose on the inverse limit system {BIX, 1,,13 } the extra 
condition [2] that all the maps niX : Boo --+ BIX are "onto then this con-
dition does not really affect the generality. We shall show that the 
topological consequence of this condition is, that the space xoo is a 
Hausdorff space. Thus we arrive at the following theorem. 
Theorem 6. Let {BIX, IIX13 } be an inverse limit system of Boolean 
algebras over a directed set r whose inverse limit algebra is BIX. Suppose 
that all the maps niX : B 00 --+ BIX are "onto". Let {XIX, 1!13 } be the direct 
limit system of dual spaces and dual maps whose direct limit set is X 00 • 
Then xoo can be topologized in a natural way such that xoo becomes a 
zero dimensional Hausdorff space whose largest zero dimensional Hausdorff 
compactification is the dual space X of B 00 • 
Proof. We only need to prove that, under the hypothesis of the 
theorem, the space xoo is Hausdorff. Let p and q be two distinct points 
of X 00 • There exist ex, f3 E r and points Prx E XIX and qp E Xp such that 
h(piX)=p and h(q13 )=q. Let y;;;.ex, f3 then it is clear that l!r(PIX)=FI$r(q13 ). 
Now l!r(PIX) and 1$r(q13 ) are points of the dual space Xy of By, and it 
follows from the fact that all the maps niX, ex E T, are "onto" that there 
exists an element x E Boo such that l!r(PIX) Ex* and f$r(q13 ) Ex*. Now 
p=h(piX)=h(f!r(PIX)) Eh(x*)=x**, and q=h(q13 )=h(fpy(q13 ) Eh(x*)=i**. It 
follows that xoo is Hausdorff. 
Remark. The injection map of X 00 into X is precisely the map 
which is used in [21 to show that there is a one-one map of xoo onto 
a subset of X. However the conclusion that this subset is always closed 
is incorrect. In fact, we have seen that xoo is always a dense subset of 
X and this subset is in general a proper subset of X (cf. section 8). We 
also note that if all the n"' are "onto" then the maps f!13 are one-one. 
8. Inverse limit sequences of Boolean algebras. 
Suppose that Bo, B1 ... , Bn, ... , is a sequence of Boolean algebra and 
suppose that for each n > 1 there exists a homomorphic map fn : Bn--+ Bn-1· 
Then the system {Bn, fn} can be considered as an inverse limit sequence 
of Boolean algebras if one defines for all n, Inn= 1 and for m>n, fnm= 
= f n+l, ... , I m-1/ m· Again, we shall denote the inverse limit of this sequence 
by B 00 • With this inverse limit sequence there is associated a direct limit 
sequence of dual spaces and dual maps which again will be denoted by 
{Xn, In*}. Finally, xoo will again stand for the direct limit set of this 
sequence and X for the dual space of B 00 • Now if we assume that all the 
maps In are "onto" then it is not difficult to see that all the projection 
maps nn : Boo--+ Bn are "onto" and it follows from theorem 6 that xoo 
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is a Hausdorff space under its natural topology. Moreover, all the maps 
I! are one-one (thus each /! is a homeomorphic map of Xn-1 onto 
ln(Xn-1). In addition, we will show that in this case X"" has the quotient 
topology relative to the topological sum Y of the Xn and to the natural 
map h of Y on X"". Thus we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 7. Let {Bn, In} be an inverse limit sequence of Boolean 
algebras whose inverse limit algebra is B 00 • Suppose that all the maps In 
are "onto". Let {Xn, f!} be the direct limit sequence of dual spaces 
and dual maps whose direct limit set is X"". Let Y be the topological 
sum of the spaces Xn and let h be the natural map of Y onto X"". If we 
assign to X"" the quotient topology relative to the space Y and to the map h, 
then the dual space X of Boo is the largest zero dimensional Hausdorff 
compactification of X"". 
Proof. We only need to show that the topology of X"" which is 
obtained by taking the family {x** = h(x*), x E Boo} as a base for the 
open sets is the quotient topology relative to Y and h. Thus we must 
show that if U is an subset of X"" such that h-1(U) is open in Y then 
h-1(U) is the union of sets x*, x E B 00 • Now suppose that p is a point 
of h-1( U) then p E Xn for some fixed n. Let I be the ideal of Bn+l which 
corresponds with the open set h-1(U) n Xn+l· Now ln+I(I) is an ideal 
of Bn which corresponds with the open set h-1(U) n Xn. But x! E h-1(U) 
thus Xn E ln+I(I). It follows that there exists an element Xn+l of Bn+l 
such that Xn+l E I and such that I n+I(Xn+I) = Xn. Moreover we have that 
x!+l E h-1(U). Proceeding by induction, we can find for every k>n an 
element Xk E Bk such that xZ E h-1(U) and such that lk(xk) =Xk-1· 
Now let for every k<n, Xk be the element of Bk which is defined by 
Xk=lkn(xn) then again xZ E h-1(U) for all k<n. Finally, let x be the 
element of the direct product of the Boolean algebras B0 , B1, .•. , whose 
kth coordinate is the element Xk as defined above for all k= 1, 2, ... ,then 
it is clear that x E Boo and p Ex* C h-1(U). It follows that h-1(U) is a 
union of sets x*, x E B 00 • This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Example. Let for every n= 0, 1, 2, ... , Bn denote the Boolean algebra 
2n and let for every n;;. 1, In be a homomorphic map of Bn onto Bn-1· 
Then the system {Bn, In} is an inverse limit system of Boolean algebras, 
whose inverse limit algebra Boo is the Boolean algebra 2K•. It is easy 
to see that X"" has the discrete topology and consists of No points. The 
dual space X of Boo is the largest zero dimesional Hausdorff compact-
ification of the discrete space of No points. It is well-known that in this 
case this largest zero dimensional Hausdorff compactification coincides 
with the Stone-Cech compactification. 
We want to close this section with the following remark. We have 
seen that if {B,., l,.p} is an inverse limit system of Boolean algebras such 
that all the maps n,. are "onto" then X"" can be topologized in such a 
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way that xoo can be. imbedded as a dense subspace of the dual space X 
of Boo (theorem 6). The question arises whether it can occur (except in 
trivial cases) that xoo is compact and thus that X 00 =X. We will not 
answer this question in its full generality but we will restrict ourselve 
to a particular case which illustrates the general situation. 
Let {Bn, In} be an inverse limit sequence of Boolean algebras such 
that all In are "onto" and such that no In is a one-one map. We claim 
that in this case xoo is always a proper subset of X. We observe that if 
I is a prime ideal of Boo then either nJ is a prime ideal of Bn or it 
coincides with Bn for every n (cf. [2]). It follows that if I can be 
represented by a point of xoo then there exists an n such that nni is 
proper. Thus in order to show that xoo is a proper subspace of X we 
must exhibit a prime ideal I of B such that nni = Bn for all n. Since no 
In is a one-one map, there exists for every n;;;. I an element Yn E Bn, Yni= I 
such that ln(y)=l. Again, there exists for every k=O, I k=I, 2, ... a 
sequence of elements {x~, n = k +I, k + 2, ... } such that x~ E Bn and 
such that lk+l(xt;+l)=Yk and ln(x~)=x~_1 Yn-1 for n;;;.k+2. Now let for 
every k= I, 2, ... , uk be the element of the direct product of the 
Bo, B1, B2, . . . which is defined by u~ = I for n < k, u~ = Yk for n = k and 
u~=~Yn for n>k, where u~ denotes the nth coordinate of uk for 
every k. Then it is not difficult to show that uk E Boo for all k. Now 
v 
observe that for every integer p;;;. I I uki= I. Indeed the (p+ I)th 
k~l 
v v v 
coordinate of I Uk is clearly equal to I x~H YP+l = YP+l I x~H < YP+l <I. 
k~l k~l k~l 
v 
Thus I Uki= I. Now let I* be the ideal of Boo which is generated by the 
k~l 
elements uk, k= I, 2, ... then I* is a proper ideal of Boo and thus I* can 
be extended to a prime ideal I of B. But u~H =I for all n= I, 2, ... thus 
nni n = Bn for all n and it follows that I can not be represented by a 
point of xoo. 
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